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has now been more than two centuries since 
the American administration of the Michigan 
Territory began in 1805. The legal order for the 
new territory was signifi cantly simpler than the 

legal order that regulates Michigan’s citizens today. Never-
theless, the lawmaking of two leaders of Michigan’s territo-
rial government provided important foundations for sig-
nifi cant features of Michigan’s legal culture in the present 
day, including the deep divisions in recent years of the jus-
tices of its Supreme Court concerning the proper approach 
of judges in deciding individual cases that come before
the Court. One of those lawmakers was Augustus Brevoort 
Woodward, who became the most infl uential judge of the 
new territory’s Supreme Court. The other was Lewis Cass, 
who gained national renown as the governor of the Michi-
gan Territory from 1813 to 1831. Their lawmaking demon-
strates that current differences concerning the role of the 
legislature and courts in lawmaking in Michigan have prec-
edents in its earlier history.
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Woodward and Cass often clashed in their views concerning 
the sources of law and how to apply them. The differences in 
their views of lawmaking refl ected a number of contrasts that sep-
arated the two leaders. For example, though both men were law-
yers and well educated, Woodward was something of a dreamer, 
while Cass was a more pragmatic man of affairs. Further, the two 
leaders held contrasting views concerning the purposes of law-
making. These differences were related to their separate visions 
for how the new community that was forming in Michigan during 
the territorial period should unfold and were suffi ciently deep that, 
in 1824, when the Michigan Territory moved to a new phase of 
administration, Cass successfully opposed Woodward’s reappoint-
ment to the territorial Supreme Court.

Together Woodward and Cass bequeathed to Michigan’s later 
legal culture a rich and, in important ways, diverse legacy. To un-
derstand the legacies of these two men for contemporary Michigan 
legal culture, however, it is necessary to understand the prefer-
ences of Woodward and Cass concerning the sources of Michi-
gan law and how it should develop, as well as their related views 
that shaped the lawmaking of both men.1

Judge Woodward

Woodward was a close friend of President Thomas Jefferson. 
Like Jefferson, Woodward was committed to Enlightenment prin-
ciples and to popular politics. These commitments led Woodward 
to favor lawmaking that would be rooted in the community and 
suited to the circumstances of Michigan. In a letter that he wrote 
to Jefferson in 1805, Woodward observed that all laws “must be 
adapted to the geography of a country, to its temporary circum-
stances and exigencies, and to the particular character of the per-
sons over whom it is to operate.”2 Important to its circumstances 
was that Michigan was a territory of the new American republic, 
with a constitutional government that was distinctly more popu-
lar than had been the governments of earlier republics in West-
ern history.

These views led Woodward to support legislation as the pri-
mary source of law in Michigan. Indeed, he supported the drafting 
and adoption of comprehensive legislative codes as the basis for 
the new territory’s legal system. Woodward favored codes of laws 
for the territory because lawmakers could draft them to suit the 
legal culture of the new republic and refl ect its popular values.

Woodward’s advocacy for codes for the Michigan Territory 
bore some fruit. In 1816, Governor Cass and the territorial judges 
adopted what became known as Cass’s Code. Four years later 
they adopted the Code of 1820. Though the latter code would be 
adopted in Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, neither it nor Cass’s 
Code was extensive. These codes made it clear to Woodward that 
there would be no comprehensive codifi cation of territorial law.

This is why, as time passed, Woodward increasingly supported 
the common law as another source of Michigan law. Since the 
common law is a very old body of law, having its origins in the 
Anglo-Saxon communities of England even before the Norman 
Conquest in the eleventh century, Woodward’s instinct was to 

view it as alien to the republican culture of the new American 
nation. Nevertheless, there were certain features of the common 
law that appealed to Woodward. One was its concern for the rights 
of individuals. For example, Woodward highly praised the com-
mon law for not recognizing a status of slavery for any human 
being.3 Further, though the common law is basically a body of 
judge-made law, trial by jury was one its important institutional 
features. As I will address later, Woodward’s approach to jury 
trials fostered the input of juries into the development of the 
common law.

Woodward’s ambivalence concerning the common law led 
him to conclude that it should not be blindly adopted as a source 
of territorial law. Instead, Woodward wanted only to adopt the 
“Solid and Valuable trunk of english jurisprudence” and to excise 
“its Superfl uous and incongruous appendages. . . .” 4 Consistent 
with this view, as a judge, Woodward would sometimes mold the 
adopted common law to the new circumstances and values of 
Michigan’s community and the emerging American republic.

Woodward also strongly supported lawmaking that was rooted 
in community, which again he believed would be suited to the 
circumstances of Michigan and the republican spirit of American 
government. He therefore supported a robust and popular form 
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of trial by jury. He and his fellow judges resisted an effort to abol-
ish the use of juries in small civil claims heard by justices of the 
peace (though they did allow for juries composed of fewer than 
12 persons in those cases). Woodward also stated the view that 
judges must affi rm jury verdicts, even if the jury viewed the law 
differently from the court, unless a jury verdict supported a gross 
injustice. Further, the judges favored empaneling jurors who were 
only taxpayers, not freeholders. Finally, the judges also adopted 
common-law precedent that allowed for juries de medietate. In 
civil and criminal cases involving aliens, this practice allowed for 
one-half of the jurors to be drawn from the country of the alien.

Woodward’s support for juries de medietate, as well as for 
allowing nonfreeholders to sit as jurors, provides insight into a 
foundational theme of Woodward’s entire legal thought (one that 
distinguished his legal thought from that of his mentor, Jefferson). 
This was his vision for a territorial legal culture that fused ele-
ments of the law of the French community that existed in Michi-
gan, namely in Detroit, at the inception of the territory with the 
legal culture of the Americans who would be settling the Michi-
gan Territory as time passed.

Considerable evidence for this vision exists. Two proposals 
made to the legislative council in 1808 by an ally of Woodward 
support it. One was the publishing of territorial laws in French as 
well as in English. Another called for the appointment of French 
justices of the peace and district court judges. Clearest is a petition 
Woodward sent to Congress in 1806. In it, Woodward described 
a process of “legislation gradually and delicately to assimilate the 
customs of a foreign people to the American, and thus reducing 
all to one consistent and uniform system.. . .”5 Woodward, how-
ever, never demonstrated the intent to include any law of Native 
Americans as part of the new legal fusion.

When Woodward wrote his petition to Congress, he was en-
visioning legislative codes as an ideal vehicle for the develop-
ment of this new body of territorial law. But as his advocacy for 
code law foundered, Woodward began to consider judicial law-
making as a vehicle for this purpose. By 1818, in his opinion in 
Grant v Earl of Selkirk, Woodward sought to provide a model for 

such judicial lawmaking by citing a vast and disparate array of 
legal authorities, including foreign law, to support the conclusion 
that the delivery of legal process on Sunday was illegal and un-
enforceable.6 Woodward opined that the “total inhibition of judi-
cial proceedings,” including the “exemption from arrest in civil 
cases,” are “civil characteristics” of Sundays in the legal culture of 
the United States.7 Woodward’s citation of this authority also dem-
onstrated his continuing attachment to Enlightenment principles, 
even as his contemporaries were becoming increasingly reliant 
on American sources for their lawmaking.

Governor Cass

Cass shared Woodward’s perception that a community’s legal 
culture shaped its community and general culture. In an address 
to the territory’s legislative council in 1826, Cass observed that it 
was of utmost importance “to erect wise and wholesome laws to 
create general views and feelings among our population, to form 
a unity of sentiment and action. . .and so to consolidate our social 
and political relations.”8

In contrast to Woodward, however, Cass envisioned the de-
velopment of a community in Michigan based solely on Ameri-
can values. This community would be an enterprising one, whose 
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economy would be largely agricultural. Its sources of law would 
be Anglo-American.

Like Woodward, Cass was a Jeffersonian in his politics. In 
contrast to Woodward, however, Cass believed that there were 
two fundamental features of a proper legal order. One was a rela-
tively stable body of law that did not overly regulate human activi-
ties. The other was a strong legal protection of vested property 
rights. Together, these principles would provide the basis for the 
enterprising American community that Cass envisioned for the 
Michigan Territory. By the time Cass resigned as the territory’s gov-
ernor in 1831 to be President Jackson’s Secretary of War, Cass’s 
vision was fast becoming a reality. Particularly because of the com-
pletion of the Erie Canal in 1825, the territory was rapidly becom-
ing settled by Americans and developing a burgeoning economy 
based on commercial agriculture.

Both of Cass’s basic principles of lawmaking made him an ada-
mant opponent of the codifi cation of Michigan law. Not only did 
Cass oppose Woodward’s advocacy for adopting codes, but in 
his annual addresses to the legislative council, Cass often urged 
caution in the adoption of legislation. Cass recognized that dur-
ing the fi rst half of the nineteenth century, American daily life and 
general culture were experiencing dramatic changes. These re-
quired some changes in the law. But Cass believed that many of 
the evils of society were beyond the ken of legal regulation. Adopt-
ing too many laws could also lead to legal confusion, and to some 
laws not being properly executed. Above all, Cass viewed frequent 
changes of the law as threatening vested property rights. He urged 
the council to give the laws it did enact prospective effect only. He 
even opined that, if no moral principles were involved, it would 
often be best to maintain a bad law than for lawmakers to con-
stantly tinker with alternatives to those laws.

Cass’s opposition to robust legislative lawmaking was also rooted 
in a separation of law and politics. In an address to the council 
in 1824, Cass encouraged its members “to look beyond the pres-
ent state of society” in establishing a foundation “for a system of 
legal and political institutions” in the territory. He wanted the coun-
cil to adopt laws not in response to the political sentiments of the 

moment, but in response to the longer experience of human kind, 
creating a more permanent body of law.9 Further, as a young law-
yer in Ohio, Cass had also supported the concept of constitution-
ally based judicial review of legislation.

Cass’s support for a more permanent body of law emanating 
from human experience led him to favor judicial lawmaking, and 
specifi cally the historic common law, as the primary source of 
Michigan law. It developed legal doctrine in an evolutionary man-
ner, in accordance with a framework of basic legal principles. 
The common law’s strong emphasis on the sanctity of property 
rights also endeared this body of law to Cass. During his last year 
as governor of the territory, in 1831, Cass observed that it was 
“true wisdom” to leave unchanged “the great principles, which 
protect the rights of persons and property in our country.”10

Like Woodward, however, Cass supported the establishment of 
institutions of local justice. For example, he supported expand-
ing the jurisdiction of the justice of the peace courts, the opera-
tion of the Mayor’s Court in Detroit, and the continued operation 
of a reformulated circuit court system. But Cass’s general approach 
to local justice differed from Woodward’s. Cass supported institu-
tions of local justice to facilitate the convenient, swift, and eco-
nomical resolution of claims, especially debt claims, which were 
pervasive during that period. Nevertheless, Cass did not want to 
allow the possibility of diverse local lawmaking. Again, Cass’s pref-
erence for a uniform and stable body of law protecting property 
rights led him to seek mechanisms that would ensure that local 
lawmaking conformed to the general body of legal principles set 
forth in the caselaw and the statutory law of the territory. Con-
siderable evidence demonstrates this impulse during Cass’s ten-
ure as governor. One example is a statute adopted in 1820 that 
commanded justices of the peace to decide cases according to 
settled principles of law and equity. Another important example 
is Cass’s efforts to ensure the publication and dissemination of 
Michigan’s statutory laws.

Cass’s desire that local lawmaking be uniform also shaped his 
approach to trial by jury. Though he accepted trial by jury as an 
important feature of the common law, Cass supported the modern 
distinction made between questions of fact and law. He believed 
that juries should decide only questions of fact and that all ques-
tions of law should be left to judges. In the litigation of circuit 
court cases, also, important questions of law were reserved for 
the territory’s Supreme Court judges to decide. Further, Cass sup-
ported the development of high standards of legal education for 
lawyers, so that they would advocate established legal principles 
in the arguments they made to both judges and jurors. By the time 
Cass left Michigan, an educated legal profession was growing 
within the territory, and the use of trial by jury was declining.

Decisions of the late territorial Supreme Court of Michigan 
generally adhered to Cass’s views of lawmaking, as well as of the 
common law and trial by jury. Two cases that graphically illus-
trate this are Younglove v Sanford 11 and United States v Sheldon,12

in which the Court articulated a historical test for when a party 
might claim a right to trial by jury. These cases were in accord 
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with the Court’s decision in Lariviere v Campau,13 in which the 
Court affirmed a historical test for the adoption of common-law 
principles in Michigan. Judge Solomon Sibley dissented in Lari
viere, however, arguing that judges in common-law cases had 
altered, and should continue to alter, common-law principles to 
keep them in conformity with the changing conditions of a na-
tion and its culture.14

Legacies for Contemporary Michigan Legal Culture

Despite a gulf of 200 years and a much simpler legal system 
than exists in Michigan today, the views of Woodward and Cass 
concerning law still exercise some influence in contemporary 
Michigan’s legal culture. Concerning the sources of law, as Cass 
had hoped, the common law remains an important source of 
Michigan law. In spite of the failure of Woodward’s advocacy for 
the codification of territorial law, however, legislation—including 
federal statutes—also became an important source of Michigan’s 
law during the twentieth century. Judicial review of legislation, 
based on both federal and state constitutional law, is also now a 
prominent feature of Michigan’s legal system. Again, as Cass had 
hoped, one of its purposes continues to be affording ample pro-
tection for private property rights (with the protection of intellec-
tual property rights being of particular importance today).

Concerning judicial lawmaking, the differing views of Cass and 
Woodward have a substantial number of advocates today. This is 
illustrated most graphically by recent divisions among justices of 
the Michigan Supreme Court. Some of the justices, as had Cass, 
emphasize the stability of law. Those justices, like a majority of the 
judges of the late territorial Michigan Supreme Court, have sup-
ported a historical test for determining the law applied in indi-
vidual cases and the extent of rights that individuals can claim. 
In this approach, a judge’s sense of what constitutes a just result 
in the case is not a relevant consideration. But there are also 
Michi gan justices who have supported Judge Woodward’s view, 
and also that of Judge Sibley, that lawmaking should be adapt-
able. These justices are willing to modify established common-
law principles in an attempt to keep them relevant to the chang-
ing conditions of a society and its legal culture. They are more 
willing to embrace new law, including law protective of individ-
ual rights, than are justices who stress the importance of the sta-
bility of principles of judicial lawmaking. Together, this division 
of Michigan’s justices creates a dynamic that has been important 
in shaping the recent course of Michigan’s law.

Local justice, though it still remains a feature of Michigan’s legal 
order, reflects Cass’s view that it should be uniform and conform 
to the law of the state. The broad movement since the early nine-
teenth century to publish federal caselaw as well as decisions of 
each state’s highest court contributes to this end. Further, as Cass 
had hoped, jurors, after receiving instructions on the relevant law 
from the trial court judge, decide only questions of fact.

A final observation is in order. Cass’s American community 
emerged by the end of the territorial period and prevailed in Mich-

igan throughout the nineteenth century. But during the twentieth 
century, and especially since the end of World War II, Michigan’s 
population has become increasingly diverse. As Woodward had 
suggested, perhaps this important change calls for some rethink-
ing of Michigan law. n
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